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Dean Coughlin To Resign
After 16 Years In Office

Fr. James H. Coughlin S.J. [Photo by Colin Kelleher]

Tuition Jumps $300,
Room/Board $100
By Gigi Byron
The parents and student body of
Fairfield were informed during the
Christmas that the tuition is increasing
by $300 and room and board fees are
going up $100. These additions will go
into effect in Fall 1978 and will bring
the current tuition to $3,200 and room
and board costs to $1,800.
One major reason cited for the rise
in tuition is the construction of the
recreation complex. The total cost of
the recreation center for the first year
will be $400,000. Of this figure
$260,000 is going toward a debt
service which includes refinancing hte
CUF (maintenance) building. The
remaining $140,000 will be broked
down into three components:
equipment and supplies, staff salaries
and fringe benefits, and utilities and
maintenance. Fr. Fitzgerald believes
the recreation complex is a "much
needed addition" to the University.
The director of atheltics, C. Donald
Cook feels that the "student's will be
getting more than their money's
worth." He also sees the complex as a
very necessary addition. Cook points
out that all our competitor schools,
such as Fordham, Georgetown, lona,
St. Peters, and Boston College are
either building new recreational
centers or adding on to their present
ones. He thinks that the new complex
will be an important factor in the
number of applications the University
will receive, especially with the
projected decline in enrollments for
the Baas. Cook also stressed the
importance of the University's
operating at full enrollment and feels
the new complex will help us continued to do this. Fr. Fitzgerald also
felt a reason for this year's low attrition rate may be because students
are seeing a positive result of what
they pay for, namely the recreation
complex.
The projected completion date for
the field house, with four playing
courts and a track, is October 1978.
The other more complicated building
with the swimming pool and handball
courts "might be finished around
Christmastime" according to Fitzgerald. When questioned about the
concern expressed by the Junior Class
over paying a full year for one-half
year's worth of facilities, he replied
with a smile, "if the Juniors want to
stay a little longer, we'll be happy to
keep them here."
President Fitzgerald attributes the
remainder of the tuition increase,
Cont. on p. 2

Table of Tuition and fees

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78

National
Average*

Fairfield U

$2,400.
2,500.
2,700.
2,950.
3,403.

$2,295.
2395.
2,645.
2,795.
2,995.

|

* Figures taken from U.S. News
and World Report, Jan. 30, 1978.

By Tony Tamell
Fr. James H. Coughlin, S.J.,
academic vice president and Dean
since 1966, will leave his post this
summer to resume his former role as
teacher. Fr. Coughlin, who has been
with the Fairfield Faculty since 1954,
will return to Fairfield next fall as a
teacher of Education.
Fr. Coughlin, a graduate of Boston
College and Weston College, came to
Fairfield as a member of what was
then the Graduate Department of
Education and also served as chairman
of the Department of Education. He
was named dean of the Undergraduate
College of Arts and Sciences in 1962,
and has served since 1966 as
Academic vice president and dean, his
present position.
"Fairfield's notable academic
progress during these past 16 years is
attributable in large part to the
leadership which Fr. Coughlin has
exercised," commented Fr. Fitzgerald.
Dean Coughlin reflected on his
years at the University by comparing it
to a "good friend," one that he has
personally watch grow to it's now
prominent position.
Since Fr. Coughlin was named dean
in 1962, many significant changes
have taken place at Fairfield.
Coeducation,a School of Nursing, and
increases in the number of programs,
majors and faculty are some of the

changes which have taken place in the
last 16 years, as the undergraduate
student body has grown from 1,331
males to 2,723 men and women today.
A soft-spoken man, Dean Coughlin
feels that "no one person alone
contributes most to the school; it is
the collaboration of the whole that
makes great things happen."
"We have a competent bunch of
students here at Fairfield," pointed out
Dean Coughlin. He feels that the
University "has a good spread of
students." He continues that, 'There
desires are homogeneous due to their
economic backgrounds." When asked
about student apathy, he replied that
"there really is none. The students
want to be themselves. They have
their own interests." Dean Coughlin
said that the question of "apathy
comes up all the time, and it always
will come up as the students look at
each other." However, Dean Coughlin
would like the students to attain a
higher intellectual degree, to "read an
extra book, not just what is assigned."
He detailed that "the students project
a desirable image for the potential
students who want to come to Fair-

field.
When asked what he felt has been
the greatest detriment to the
university, he responded, laughing,
'There is nothing wrong with Fairfield
tomorrow." He replied that "even in

the protest years, the university
managed not to lose it's communication with the students. The
University has been like the growth of
a family. Everything is met in stride,
there has never really been a negative
aspect to Fairfield."
The greatest achievement at
Fairfield as seen by Dean Coughlin,
was the development of the fifth year
program. For a period of time Fairfield
offered minority students a special
program so they could take 2 years to
complete their Freshman year. "All
students involved in the program got
something out of it. Not just those
who finished the program," according
to Fr. Coughlin.
One faculty member, who preferred
to remain anonymous, commented
that he was "disturbed and disappointed" upon hearing of Fr.
Coughlin's resignation, and is
-somewhat "fearful" of what my lie
ahead for the University, if this
resignation is any indication of the
direction in which Fairfield is heading.
Junior Mary Ann Daly commented
that "Fr. Coughlin has upheld high
academic standards at Fairfield for
many years. I'm sure the University
community will miss his dedicated
service."
Fr. Fitzgerald has explained that a
Search Committee will be formed in
the near future, to select a successor
for Fr. Coughlin.

Four Seek F. U.S.A. Presidency
By Trudy Newhaus
This year, the candidates for
F.U.S.A. (Fairfield University Student
Association) president are: Kevin
Collins, Jim Hoefner, Vinny O'Brien,
and Greg Blair. In the February 10th
primary, two of the four candidates
will be eliminated, leaving only two
contenders in the election on February
17th.
Jim Hoefner "Hef" a junior, off
campus boarder is among the candidates running for FUSA President. A
member of the student legislature, Jim
also served as Chairman for Orientation '79 this past fall. Jim feels this
position as Chairman gave him many
insights into the problems which arise
between the student and administrative relationship. While noting
that there are inconsistencies in
Student Services' policy, Jim states "I
feel that I have established a fairly

reputable working relationship with
Student Services."
Jim felt that being Chairman of
Orientation also enabled him to have
"a more flexible, open viewpoint. By
not committing myself solely to one
aspect of group of the Fairfield
community I have been able to observe many different viewpoints."
"Social life is foremost in everyone's
mind. Within the community it is
important that the student government provide different outlets and
new innovative ideas to stimulate
students. Concerts, lectures and
coffeehouses all should be included."
One new idea which Jim feels
strongly about is the revitalization of
Dorm and Projects Council as a
"clearing house" for campus events.
"Better communication between SEC
and the Dorm and Projects Council
would alleviate the problem of having

Kevin Collins

Greg Blair

an Oak Room, 4 Floor parties and a
basketball game one weekend and a
suitcase school the following
weekend," commented Jim.
"It also is necessary that we start
working to lay the inroads for a
student vote on some of the committees at Fairfield, such as the Core
Curriculum and Trustee committees.
Granted, we need guidelines to follow,
but we deserve a vote, we are paying
for the education," he added.
As a present member of legislature,
Jim feels that the legislature can be a
viable working body. Speaking on the
delayed legislature president election,
he pointed out "It's about time we
finally had a president. A legislature
without a President is not effective.
But the controversy did show that
members are taking an active interest."
"Fairfield has a lack of com-

Vince O'Brien

munication between students (oncampus, off, and commuters) as well
as between students and administrators," Jim replied when asked
what area of the University needs the
most improvement. "Even within the
administration itself there are
problems, as exemplified by the lack
of communication between the
Athletic Department and other
departments regarding basketball
tickets. This is our home - we have a
right to know what is happening - we
should not be held in the dark, as we
were with the placing of new tennis
courts."
Jim pointed out that Fairfield is a
growing university. "As we become a
more prominent school we are expanding in many ways. The FUSA
President must be a leader. He must
represent the students. That's why I
Cont. on p. 7

Jim Hoefner
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WORLD
^ • Israel's suggestions for a declaration of
principles for a comprehensive Israeli-Arab
settlement have been presented to Egypt by
Assistant Secretary of State Alfred L. Atherton, Jr.
The proposals will be reviewed by Egypt's foreign
minister, Mohammed Ibrahim Kamel, and by
President Anwar el-Sadat. Israeli officials said the
draft declaration contained some concessions in
Israel's position, but revealed no other details.

$210, and the $100 increae in room
and board fees to inflation. He claims
that this rise is "almost exactly at the
rate of national inflation" which was
6.6 percent last year. This inflation can
be broken down into two major
areas—salary and non-salary. In the
salary category, which is where over
two-thirds of the University's money
goes. Fitzgerald saw three reasons for
the additional funds. The first is a 6.5
percent salary increase. The next is
that as of January 1st, the University is
subject to payment of additional
funds because of a rise in the Social
Security tax. Lastly, they are slightly
improving the fringe benefits for nonprofessional staff. In the non-salary
category President Fitzgerald blamed
inflation in what the University pays
for heat, electricity, and food as
additional culprits in the tuition increase. He added that "if President
Carter can't get the economy under
control this is going to continue."
When asked what he felt the trend was
going to be he answered that "inflation's going to be worse" because of
several factors that are "built into the
economy which are inflationary in
nature" such as the Social Security
increase, failure to get energy costs
under control, and the fact that the
country's budget operates at such a
high deficit. When asked about inflation conservation on campus,
President Fitzgerald said that he
"doesn't think we are as energy
conscious as we should be." He would
like to lower energy costs by making
sure the buildings aren't overheated
without making them uncomfortable,
and by decreasing the amount of
illumination without presenting a
security hazard. One way he sees to
do this is to "curtail illumination in
parking areas at a sufficiently late
hour at night." He feels that in any
energy conservation effort, "the
amount of success depends on the
degree of cooperation."
room and board may seem like a lot, it
is not really different from increase of
past years and is, in fact, lower than
the national trend of tuitions in
private universities. Since 1973
education costs at Fairfield have gone
from $2,295 to $2,995, a 31 percent
increase. Nationally costs have gone
from $2,400 to $3,400 a 42 percent
increase. It is predicted that national
education costs at private institutions
will continue to escalate so we can
probably look for the same thing to
happen here at Fairfield.

NATIONAL
• A Senate vote of 72 to 15 has approved the
first comprehensive revision of Federal criminal
law. The major changes involve fixed rather than
indeterminate prison terms and permit parole
only in "an exceptional situation". The
recodification marks the completion of twelve
years' efforts to revise the criminal law that have
failed in past Congresses over civil liberties
disputes. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, one of the
bill's sponsors, declared the bill "a major improvement from the viewpoint of civil liberties".
However, the American Civil Liberties Union
disagreed, stating that the bill amounted to "a
dangerous compromise of civil liberties" in the
areas of speech, assembly and preventive
detention.
• President Carter defended his involvement in
the dismissal of U.S. Attorney David W. Marston
as a "routine matter" consistent with his campaign promise to rid the Department of Justice of
political influence. In reference to his request to
Attorney General Griffin B. Bell to "expedite" the
removal of Mr. Marston as the chief Federal
prosecutor in Philadelphia, the President assured
that "if it occured now, I would do the same".
Federal Judge Levin H. Campbell has urged a
delay in selling oil and gas exploration leases on
the Georges Bank off the Massachusetts coast.
Kenneth P. Nasif, an assistant U.S. Attorney,
reported that the judge's decision would be
appealed to the Supreme Court, stating that the
sale "cannot take place today".
• President Carter has proposed that the Soviet
Union join the U.S. in an agreement to ban
nuclear material in space satellites. Mr. Carter
was quoted as saying he would "favor an
agreement with the Soviets to prohibit earthorbiting satellites with atomic radiation materials
in them." His comment came as a response to
inquiries concerning safeguards against possible
nuclear contamination following an incident
involving a falling Soviet satellite in. Canada.
Canadian and American scientists reported that
the satellite was "moderately radioactive" but
that it was not part of the nuclear reactor that
powered the satellite's radar unit. According to
Soviet authorities, the vehicle carried about 100
pounds of enriched uranium.
LOCAL
• Between twenty and fifty physicians will be
sent by the Federal government to povertystricken neighborhoods in New York City where
professional medical aid is unavailable. Officials
of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare described the recruitment as the largest
undertaken by the National Health Service Corps
since it was formed six years ago.
'•Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley,
Mass., one of the country's leading women's
colleges, announced yesterday the selection of
Dr. Elizabeth Topham Kennan, to become its
next president. She will succeed David B.
Truman, who has held the post since 1969 and
announced his retirement last year. Dr. Kennan,
a historian and medieval scholar, holds degrees
from Mount Holyoke College, Oxford University
and the University of Washington in Seattle
where she earned her Ph.D. in History in 1966.

Dance With
John Travolta

ADMIT IT KENT... YOU'RE ALWAV5 OFF SOMEWHERE... DUCKING IN ANO OUT OF PHONE ^
BOOlHS„,W0filN6 Mm PIS6UI5E5,1(H0WL0N6 HAVE W BEEN WITHTHECIA?

Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

PHILOSOPHY LECTURE, Mr Philip
Scharper, (Editor-in-chief, Orbis
Books), THOMISM AS SEARCH,
Tuesday, February 7, 1978, 3:30 p.m.,
Bannow 254. ALL ARE WELCOME.

BARBER SERVILLE
Hours 8-5:00 Daily 8-5 Sat.
1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

STAG-MANIA has arrived,
So has

THE SURFSIDE

Pine Creek Rd., Fairfield

[TRIDENT RECORDS]
da*

• HEAD SUPPLIES

.TAPES—

(^Ag*. RECORDS-NEW & USED J? 3,
^■W
' Discounts on
**& '*

I

• INDIAN JEWELRY • T-SHIRTS
• RECORD NEEDLES • ROCK STAR POSTERS

I

Paul's
Haircutters
of Fairfield
THE LATEST
HAIRCUTTING
FOR MEN AND LADIES

1

Phone 259-9084

BUY TEH - SELECT ONE FREE!!

255-1838

/

Pantsby

3898 Main St., Bpt.
2880 Main St., Stfd.

Lee
Levi
Male
Sweet Orr
Landlubber
H.I.S.
D.C.

Hours
Mon Sal 10-6

I

With Fairfield University or
Fairfield Prep. I.D. Card
Good Luck Pat Walsh

2317 Post Rd.,
Fairfield, Conn.

Expires Feb. 15, 1978
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*
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JOtN OUR NEW RECORD CLUB

57UnquowaRd
FairtieW (near Community TheaKel

•{OGE7-HER
25% off pants and
40% off boys & girls tops

CAFE
Welcome Back!
"Jimbo" and "The Duke"
Joe Sepot, Proprietor

Here is your chance to learn the
hustle, swing, fox trot and others
and take a stab at John Travolta.
Under the direction of Bill
DeFormato, a six-week course is
being held starting Tuesday,
February 7 at 3:30 in the Julie Hall
Gym. Cost is $12 and registration
is in Loyola 100 up until February

*

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
IN PROGRESS
«a
Savings up to 50%
JflWierty Army & Navy Store

*
*
*

1537 Post Road East, Westport '(Next to KentuckyFried Chicken)
855 East Main St., Bridgeport
Free Parking o No Waiting, 4 Dressing Rooms

************** *********¥*¥*****¥¥¥^
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Fire Marshall Locks Out
200 Fans For lona Game

By Gerry Gunning
Some 200 enraged ticket holders
were locked out of the Fairfield
gymnasium at last Monday night's
basketball game against lona College.
The Fire Marshall slammed the doors
shut early in the game, after making a
visual judgement that the gym was
filled to capacity. Entrance to the gym
was denied to the reserved ticket
holders, in addition to angry Fairfield
and lona students who held tickets.
C. Donald Cook, Stag Athletic
Director, pointed the finger at the Fire
Marshall, who ordered the doors
closed. Cook stated that, 'That Fire
Marshall never worked the building
before and didn't know the seating
situation in our gym. I felt that the
people outside could have been
admitted." Mr. Cook, who denies overselling the gym, cited the fact that he
only gave out 77 of the possible 250
tickets that could have been sold as
standing room. According to Mr.
Cook, part of the problem might have
been caused by ushers not moving
people together and by people placing
their coats on the seats next to them
instead of holding them. He added

that, "under normal circumstances,
student tickets have had to been
picked up at noon the day of the
game, but in order to make sure every
student got a ticket who wanted one,
tickets were available until 5:00 P.M."
Lieutenant William Stokes of the
Fairfield Fire Department supported
the Fire Marshall's actions. He claimed
that, "the gym was packed to capacity
and when people sitting were asked to
move in, they were belligerant and
rude." Lieutenant Stokes added that
the Fire Department was just trying to
prevent a disaster and not trying to
"bust chops". Stokes commented that,
"Many students snuck in without
tickets, which caused the overcrowding.
Brian Beusee, Sportscaster for
WVOF,quipped, "If anybody else was
going to fit in, they would have had to
hang from the rafters."
William Schimpf, Dean of Student
Services, commented, "I have no idea
whether the Fire Marshall was right or
wrong. The Fire Marshall has sole
control over when a facility is deemed
safe and when it is considered over-

crowded." Dean Schimpf believed
that the essential personnel, such as
the basketball players, referees, scorekeepers, cheerleaders, and newsmen
might have contributed to the overcrowding. However, Mr. Schimpf
added that from now on everybody in
the gym would be counted and that
next year a turnstyle entrance might
be installed.
A concerned Mark Dorrigan,
F.U.S.A.
President,
remarked,
"Students paid money for their tickets
and are entitled to seats. We hope that
whatever mistakes were made would
be corrected."
However, there are only about 2000
student tickets printed for an undergraduate student body of 2700
students. There are also 700 season
ticket holders and 188 reserved seats
in a gym that seats 3034. Mr. Cook
states that between 900-1500 students
usually pick up their tickets depending
on the game, but admits that it is
possible that if every student wanted
to see the game, they might not be
able to. He quipped, "Some kids don't
even know where the gym is." ,

Gizzo Reclaims Leg. Pres.
By Trudy Newhaus
Pat Gizzo has been elected
President of the Student Legislature,
by a narrow margin over incumbent
Kevin Lawlor.
The legislature convened for the
first time in late October and set a
precedent when it elected Pat Gizzo
as interim president for a period of
three weeks. At the end of this time,
Kevin Lawlor defeated Gizzo for
president of the body. One week later,
the election was contested on the
grounds that there was too much noise
in the room during the vote, one
member who had not been officially
sworn in had voted, and the votes
were counted by a person not
specifically designated to help prior to
initiated bills, they will never be
implemented." He found fault with

the vote. A revote, scheduled for after
the Christmas break, resulted in the
reelection of Gizzo as president.
Gizzo said that the grounds on
which the election was contested were
not insignificant, nor did the delay
hamper the legislature from functioning and carrying out its duties.
'There was an infraction of the rules,"
said Gizzo, "and the legislature would
not be .ioing its job if it ignorpd it." He
feels that this year's body "has been
more active and responsible than
those of the past. And their good job
so far shows that the presidential
controversy has had little, if any,
effect."
Kevin Lawlor disagrees, "bills can
pass," said Lawlor, "but unless there is
a president to follow up on the
the legislature in that "there is no
binding power that forces the

legislators to represent the students,
and many times they don't." In addition, "the legislature tends to get
bogged down in the politics of the
matter and forgets to present the
legislation to the people it pertains
to." Lawlor said that if there was no
effect due to the delay, which he
doubts, it was only because there was
no major bills on the floor at the time.
He also pointed out that Gizzo was
•elected by less than a majority vote.
From a 36 membered body, only 22
were present of which 11 voted for
Gizzo, 8 for Lawlor, and two abstained. Lawlor thinks that the
legislature has "a lot of good people in
it and has.potential if it would move
away from the politics and the
students would demand representation."

Campus Notes
OREINTATION CHAIRMEN78
Applications are available in the
Student Services for Orientation Cochairmen, 1978. These two positions
are open to all members of the class of
1980. Deadline for applications is
February 16.
MARDl-GRAS
The Football Club's Second Annual
MARDI-CRAS celebration will be held
tomorrow night, February 3 from 9 pm
- 1 am. Tickets are on sale in the
Campus Center Lobby for the B.Y.O.B.
affair.
MOCK INTERVIEW
SEMINAR
An interviewing seminar will be
held Tuesday, February 7th at 7:30 pm
in Canisius 18. Representatives from
SNET, Aetna Life and Casualty and
area social services agencies will be
present to discuss and demonstrate an
actual job interview. All students are
encouraged to attend. ■
TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
PLANNED
National Teacher Examinations
(NTE) will be given Saturday, February
18 at the University of Hartford. For
further information and registration
forms contact Sandra M. Friedman, U
of H College of Education, 200
Bloomfield Ave., West Hartford, Ct.
06117.
TELEVISION WRITING
SEMINAR TO BE HELD
The Connecticut Center fpr Continuing Education is offering a new
course in Writing for Film and
Television starting February 9th. The
course will be conducted by Westport
resident Stewart Bronfeld, a staff
producer-writer for the NBC Television
Network, and will cover television
writing, including programs and
commercials, and film writing, including featurettes, corporate and
marketing films and screenplays for
feature films.
SUMMER WORKSHOP
IN SPAIN
Fairfield is offering a 5 week
summer workshop in Spain this
summer from June 26 to July 31.
Applications may be obtained through

Fr. Leeber. Deadline for all applications is March 1, 1978.
FEBRUARY'S FILMS
The Film Society has scheduled six
feature films for the month of
February. All the following films will
be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium:
"Silent Movie", February 2 at 7 and
9:30 pm and Feb. 3 and 4 at 7:30 pm.
"Marathon Man" on Feb. 8 at 7 pm
and Feb. 9 at 7 and 9:30 pm and Feb
10 at 7:30. 'The Sting", Feb. 11 at 2
pm, Feb. 12 at 7:30, Feb. 13 at 7 and
9:30 and Feb. 14 at 7:30. "What's Up
Doc?", Feb. 16 at 7 and 9:30 and Feb.
17 at 7:30. 'The Confession" a french
film with subtitles on Feb. 21 at 3:30
and 7:30pm. "2001: A Space Odyssey"
on Feb. 23 and 24 at 7:30 pm.
STAG-HER INN PRESENTS
"MOVIE ORGY"
The Campus Center Inn with the
cooperation of the Schlitz Brewing
Company will sponsor the zany
nostalgic film extravaganza, Escape to
Mo 'The Mind-Boggling, Never To Be
Forgotten Or Believed Escape to
Movie Orgy" on Monday, February 27
at 9:00 pm in the Stag Her Inn. Admission is free for all.
FUSA Lecture
Convicted murderer and witness
against organized crime William
Geraway will speak here on February 9
in the Oak Room. Much of Bill
Ceraway's past and future is best
summed up in the words of a reporter
who wrote:
"Geraway moves in a shadowy
world, a demonic Dsineyland when
life is fast and cheap—where there is a
whole new set of laws and the enforcers do not wear badges or
uniforms. Geraway has broken the
laws of that world as well as those of
the straight world."
William Geraway has appeared on
five national television talk shows and
is currently director of a home foe
delinquent boys. He lectures on
everything from organized crime to
capital punishment.

LUIGI'S APIZZA
AND RESTAURANT
, for real Italian food in Fairfield
Lasagna*Manicotti • Ravioli* Spaghetti
APIZZA.GRINDERS
Eggplant .Veal Parmesan • Antipasto
FREE DELIVERY MON. THRU THU.
Call between 8 & 10 p.m.
1st Delivery 9 p.m.
2nd Delivery 10 p.m.
FREE SOD A WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

10% FAIRFIELD UNIV. STUDENT DISCOUNT
170 Post Rd.
Call 259-7816

fiUQUSTINIfiNS
"HOW CAN I
MAKE MY LIFE
WORTHWHILE?"

SEND FOR MORE. INPORKAMIDN.
One way may be to live within the Augustinian Fraternity.
When you come to live with us, you observe and
participate in our community life for several years before
making a final commitment. You observe that we are a
religious community following the charism of St.
Augustine and "that together and with one heart in
brotherhood and spiritual friendship, we seek and worship
God and that we labor in the service ol the people
of God." We serve in colleges, high schools, parishes,
foreign missions, campus ministries, retreats, hospitals
and military chaplaincies.
WANT MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT:
Father Bill Waters, O.S.A.
Villanova University
P.O. Box 338
Villanova, PA 19085
(215)525-5612

GJenmary Home Hissionors
Discover-The rich amoral
424 Unquo\Aia Road
heritage, shared by -the. j
Raw*leur.coon. 0*430
people of Appalacnia.
102-2SS-454&
• Discover some, of-the. Dear Fa-tber:
pressing needs of -the OPUa^e send me more irrfbrmation
about-tte Appalachian 'tainfibrm
Appalachian region.
Semxnar.
□
x can nesr attend -Hie seminar,
• Discover how yog car
but X would liKe information
chare and r^dpT

APPALACHIAN
BRAINSTORM

A weekend of DISCOVERY

City
Phono
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Zip

-for men;

FeBRuaRYltl-Z^Wo

about Gslenman/s won\ \*JV4h
-fne rural people of Appalacnia
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Editorial

Coughlin: A Tough Yet Sensitive Dean
Campus shook slightly last week
raising the heads of many a bowed
scholar as one of this University's most
prominent institutions began slipping
out of place. Fr. James Coughlin, after
16 years of powerful leadership, announced last week his intention to
resign as Dean of Academics. Coughlin
described his suprising decision to step
down as "possibly the first thing I've
ever done here that every one didn't
manage to find out about in advance."
For most, the news of Coughlin's
decision to resign struck a note of
sadness. Strong willed, opinionated,
bright and articulate, Coughlin's 16
year tenure saw him often in a
scrapple. He made the rules and he
made them stick. But for all. the infighting over prickly academic issues
such as tenure, evaluations, budgets,
and grades, the faculty and Coughlin's
fellow administrators have developed
for him an almost universal respect and
fondness.
Tough on standards, Coughlin is also
widely known for his sensitivity. For
instance, he dismayed basketball
Coach Fred Barakat with his insistence
that star player Darryl Strickland be

declared ineligible for low grades, yet
he agreed to granting an unprecedented form of "conditional
tenure" to faculty who could have
been fired for failing to obtain doctorates by deadlines stipulated in their
contracts. As one Jesuit put it,
"Whatever people think about
Coughlin's policies and his tough
enforcement, everyone appreciates his
warmth. He does a great deal,
sometimes even more than he should
do, for faculty here with emotional and
family problems."
Despite Coughlin's long term, few
people expected him to resign. When
he announced his decision rumors
spread that he was resigning out of
anger or under pressure. Coughlin
dismisses these rumors saying simply,
"I've been considering resigning for
over a year. Sixteen years is a long
time. Everything has to change
eventually."
Always an important office at any
university, Coughlin's 16 years of
leadership have added a powerful
dimension of respect to the Office of
Academic Vice President. By virtue of
time that dimension has rooted itself

into this University's organizational
structure and it will remain after
Couglin departs. The University has
grown dependent on this dimension of
leadership looking to the academic
dean's office for inspiration and
guidence as well as discipline and
instruction. The office of academic
dean, because of this dimension, has
assumed an unusual importance here.
Thus the issue of how a new dean will
be found and who will be selected will
be hotly contested.
In respect to how and by whom
Coughlin will be replaced several
questions will be prominent in the
coming weeks. Will the Academic
Council handle the formation of a
search committee? On what basis will
members be appointed to the committee? Will students be included? Will
candidates within the University be
considered, particularly Dr. Vincent
Murphy who is presently second to
Coughlin? Will it be required that the
new dean be a Jesuit?
In answer to these questions
Coughlin said he was uncertain about
what method will be used for forming
the committee. He hoped that students

Letters

Editor,s note: In February 16 issue of
The Minor a full page interview with
Fr. Coughlin will appear dealing with
his views on tenure, evaluations, grade
inflation, President Fitzgerald the core,
co-education, rising tution costs, the
past and the future of Fairfield.

BULLETS

Blair Declares Candidacy
According to the Fairfield University
student handbook, the president of FUSA
serves as "the official spokesman for the
undergraduate student body". Nothing
could be further from reality. Since my
arrival here in September, 1976, the student
body president has never taken a firm stand
on any single issue. Mark Dorigan has that
power, but appears reluctant to use it.
By simply speaking through the various
medias, the president can relay the sentiments of all students on any and every
issue. Conversely, Mr. Dorigan and his
predecessor, Brian Visokay, chose to feign
leadership by running embarrassing
opinion polls which never produced any
results. Decisive action from a chief
executive is needed while the issues are still
fresh. Through the influential voice of the
FUSA president, the entire university could
reap the benefits of vital communication.
Controversy is healthy; stagnation may be
fatal. At present, Fairfield lies on her deathbed waiting for someone to emerge,
blending influence and effective leadership
to circulate the bodily fluids once again.
Even the administration expresses a desire
for student leaders to come forth and speak
for the student body. In the December 9th
Mirror, Fr. Fitzgerald is quoted: "We just
can't talk to all the students. Representatives are the only way we can keep the
lines of communication open. There's a
great need for effective leaders".
But, effective leaders are few and far
between, especially during election
periods. Traditionally, candidates fear
getting their hands dirty, lest they find
fAMMElO W

would be included. He was not asked
about Murphy, but he provided an
indrect answer by stating that he felt it
crucial that his replacement be a
Jesuit.
Explaining his preference for a Jesuit,
Coughlin said, "I personally would like
to see a Jesuit take over. It doesn't
make
any
real
difference
professionally, but Jesuits bring with
them an instinct for the humanities. A
Jesuit school has an intangible style
that has to come from the presence of
some Jesuits in key positions. The
important of the Jesuit presence is
not something I can offer a strong
argument for, you can't argue it really.
It's a prejudice. It's like trying to explain why you love your girlfriend."
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themselves voicing opinions which may be
viewed unpopular. Essentially, followers
run rampant, wearing the robes of
leadership. Ideally, candidates and office
holders alike, should learn to rely more on
their character and convictions, which got
them elected in the first place, and less on
the popularity of a particular stand. Fear of
Administrative disapproval is a violation of
the contract which exists between the
office holder and those who elected him.
If unchallenged, the administration will
become invincible. If invincible, the administration will choke out every vestige of
independence and self determination in the
student body, and has a legitimate right to
make our decisions if we indicate no desire
to make decisions for ourselves. Student
government, by nature of its very name,
implies that students wish to determine
their own direction. FUSA officers and
legislators have attempted to shield their
own shortcomings wjth the much overused
expression, "student apathy". The student
body, meanwhile, blames their lack of
direction on the absence of leadership on
the part of FUSA. In essence, the lack of an
active, well-informed student body, and the
lack of communication between student
representatives and the administration are
the two reasons for Fairfield's aimless
wandering.
What is our goal as a university? I think it
is safe to assume that the overall
development and improvement of Fairfield's physical, social, intellectual, and
spiritual environments is a common goal
shared by everyone in the university

The Ticket Mess
community. No individual student attends
Fairfield University; rather, every student is
Fairfield University. The institution is
merely a collection of buildings without the
students who use them; thus, for Fairfield
to develop and approach its full potential,
the quality of student life must first
develop.
Lastly, we must recognize such immediate issues as increasing tuitions, rising
maintenance costs, the construction of
buildings and tennis courts approved
without our knowledge, deterioration of the
campus landscape,deterioration of campus
food, a crumbling playhouse, imposed
drinking regulations, an overbearing core
curriculum, an embarrassing campus pub, a
startling number of incompetent faculty
members, a poor reputation with entertainers, and a stagnant University
Council, just to mention a few.
While we must cooperate with the administration to make Fairfield achieve its
greatness; as the administration may occasionally criticize the student body, so
must the student body criticize the administration through the channels of the
student government. FUSA is much, much
more than an SEC oakroom; it is our voice,
and defender of our ideology. Our
problems can be resolved, our goals
reached, and our satisfaction with Fairfield
maximized if we all come together to get it
together.
With these, my ideas, before me, I hereby
announce my candidacy for the office of
president of FUSA.
Gregory Blair'80

Fan Ticked Off
To The Editor:
I am appalled at the treatment of F.U.
students with respect to the basketball
tickets. The sad fact is that for the athletic
department, it is more profitable to sell
tickets to the general public than to have
students attend the games. Obviously the
problem came to a head during the lona
game. I still have my ticket to that game
because I was refused admission, along
with many others including some friends of
mine from lona! Why did this happen? Was
the game oversold? To find the answer I
spoke with Mr. Donald Cook, Athletic
Director and head hpncho in ticket
distribution. He told me that the game was
not even sold out. In fact, Mr. Cook said he
still had 173 standing room only tickets that
he would have sold had the Fire Marshal
not drawn the line by closing the doors.
In our gym, a sellout crowd is 3,200
people. At least 75 people with tickets had
the door closed in their face (the student
door in the back of the gym was closed well
before the main gate). This 75, along with
the 173 unsold SRO tickets means that,
according to Mr. Cook, there was room for
about 250 more people in the gym. Anyone
in the gym that night will testify that there
was no place to put these people. Why has
this problem not appeared at previous
sellouts?

The FUSA members that I consulted had
already talked to Cook and planned no
further action. Had a similar problem
occurred at a student-run function, I'm sure
an investigation would have followed. But
perhaps the athletic department is above
this.
To avoid future problems, I feel an exact
count at the door would be in order. This
was suggested in the past, but it was never
enacted. Is something being hidden here?
Mr. Cook could not give me more than a
vague estimate of the gym population. He
claims that about 2,950 ticket holders were
inside. I suspect that more than 3,200, a full
house, were present, giving the fire marshal
full rights to close the doors. I also hope
that for the remaining games students don't
get a runaround for tickets as I experienced
for the St. Francis game, where long lines at
inconvenient hours are what one must put
up with to cheer our own team.
With Stagmania sweeping Fairfield, I
really hope that my fellow students will not
be discouraged by the indifference we
experienced trying to get what we have
already paid for. Please go to the games as I
am sure that the Stags would prefer a
student crowd over a general admission
crowd any day.
Michael B. Donnelly '78

by Sherwin Collins
This is the first of a series of columns
discussing and commenting on controversial events having to do with the
University community.
It looks as if the athletic office has in its
zealous effort to make some extra money
ripped off the students and the public.
Selling more tickets than seats at the lona
game, leaving people literally standing in
the cold, and changing the date of the
game with Holy Cross to make more
money. This is what it seems to be on the
surface.
Most of the University community
believed that the athletic office decided if
they sold more seats than available,
hopefully some people, (preferably
students, alumni donate money) would not
for some reason show for the game, they
would make more money on general admission sales. Well, those of you who stood
in the cold can blame the fire department
for sending an inexperienced fire marshal
who decided that the gym was at its 3,200
person capacity. This was the official
explanation that C. Donald Cook, Athletic
Director, gave on the seating problem last
Monday. According to Mr. Cook, the gym
was not at capacity and the fire marshal
made a misjudgment. Mr. Cook said due to
the way the students were sitting with their
coasts on the seats next to them, it gave the
marshal the impression of the gym being
full. The fire marshals who were doing the
counting decided their counting meters
didn't match the number of people in the
building. So they decided not to let anyone
else into the gym.
This is the only explanation given by the
athletic office. If the gym was at its
capacity as it appeared to be at that time,
for the lona game, and there were still
people standing outside with tickets, the
athletic office better give a better explanation than an inexperienced fire
marshal and the possibility of at least 200
people sneaking in (shows good security,
doesn't it) as Mr. Cook said was possible.
Mr. Cook said he only has 3,200 tickets
printed up for each game, but he also says
he has to assume that some students won't
show up for each game and he must fill
those seats. This is done by giving students
a deadline to pick up their tickets and then
putting the rest of the tickets on general
admission sale. So if the gym was at one
point filled to capacity and there were still
people outside, the student government
and the administration should demand an
explanation into where they got the tickets
and why they were not admitted. Although
the possibility of more than 3,200 tickets
were printed is unlikely, it ought to be
investigated

Note: Dean Schimpf said the University
will not criticize or pursue through legal
action the measure taken by the fire
marshal because it was a judgment call by
the marshal.
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Why Tm Not Running For President
by Gary Gentile
For those of you who know me personally, or are avid followers of this inconsequential column, I think it is my duty
to explain the reasons for my not running
for president of F.U.S.A. in 1978.
There are many reasons, both personal
and political, which would hinder me in
any race for the presidency. I know that
most of you think that my abrasiveness,
frank speaking and comic character might
help me get my message across, but the
truth is that I am a very shy person,
especially in front of a large group of
people. I freeze up — my mind goes blank.
"But you're a Political Science major",
some would counter, "Doesn't that help?"
Wrong again, Interest Group breath. Poli
Sci doesn't train people to become
politicians — that's an instinct which you
are born with (or as I would claim, afflicted
with). "But you care, don't you? You know a
lot about F.U.S.A., you're a concerned
student. Doesn't that count?" Probably not,
especially if we consider our last two
F.U.S.A. presidents. In this game, and it is a
game, genuine concern and sincerity
doesn't count — remember, you don't get
hired for this job, you get elected. You must
appeal to the people, and judging from
recent presidents, the people don't want
very much — especially in terms of quality.
"So, big mouth, you're not going to run
for president. Good! We don't need your
type of radical, action-minded, responsive
administration anyway. But what does this
whole vain and egotistical commentary
have to do with the people who are running?"
Plenty. I may not be running, but my
sense of duty to my readers and friends
forces me to tell you what I would (and
wouldn't) do if I were. So, take this as a kind
of open letter to the real candidates, and
may the best man run, never mind win.
1) Dear Mr. Candidate: don't bullshit
me. I hate to be bullshitted and if I were
running, I wouldn't shovel it out to any of
you. Say what you mean, not what you
think we want to hear. Let us be the judge
of that.
2) Please, don't any of you tell me that I

shouldn't vote for Kevin Collins because he
is a commuter. Commuters have a right to
be represented too, and besides, both Jim
Hoefner and Vinnie O'Brien are beach
residents.
3) If you're going to campaign by attacking each other, don't use lame
arguments such as the commuter issue. As
a matter of fact, let's keep that garbage out
of the campaign. Run on your own merits, if
you have any.
4) I really don't want to see any posters
in the Campus Center with "cute" little
slogans on them. They mean nothing and a
college election should not include such
mindless politics. And please, if you must
include slogans or typical campaign
rhetoric on your posters — please, PLEASE,
NO RHYMES!!
Thanks for your attention. Please take my
suggestions to heart and if you wish any
more of my counsel, please feel free to
contact me. Best wishes for the future. And
that's what I think.
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Proper Gear PromotesSafeSkiing
By Trisha Ginty
Skiing is rapidly becoming one
of America's favorite pastimes.
More and more people every year
are putting on a pair of skiis and
attempting to get from the top of
a slope to the bottom lift lines, all
in one piece. You may ask
yourself "Why do so many people
enjoy skiing?" To some, it gives
them a feeling of flying. As push
off from the top of a slope and
over a mogul your stomach drops;
you've started skiing. Gathering
speed as you go, it seems as if you '
have no control and your skiis are
running away with you. A feeling
of exhilaration fills you when you
successfully avoid another skier.
Soon, you are going too fast and
you must stop - but how? This is
something the instructor forgot to
teach you. So you revert to the
oldest method in the world, you
sit down. Most people, after much
trial and error do learn how to
stop, so don't give up hope.
Skiing is also becoming very
popular because its the "in" thing
to do. Some people ski because it
is a great way to meet people.
How many people do you know
that get all dressed for skiing and
then spend the day sitting in the
lodge all day? In the.opposite
extreme, there are those who
never rest and believe the best
way to ski is to go from the top of
the hill to the bottom in as little
time as possible. Every skier has
seen these suicidal cases. But
before you venture out onto the
slope, you must have the proper
equipment.
Skiing equipment is very expensive, so before purchasing new
equipment, it is best to rent or

The Scholarship Committee of the
Fairfield University Staff Association
awarded their first annual scholarship
to Ms. Joann Curley, a senior from
Paramus, New Jersey. According to the
committee over 60 applications were
received from seniors. For further
information please contact Mrs.
Doyle, ext. 443.

boot. Skiing becomes a gruelling
chore, rather than a pleasure
when the feet begin to ache or
become cold. Therefore, to many
skiers the boot is the most important piece of equipment.
The safety conscious skier
makes sure he has good bindings
in top working order. If a skier
does not have bindings that
release the boot and they fall, the
result could be a broken leg. A
good check to see if your bindings
are working properly is to stand
on a flat surface and with your
boot on push to the side. The
binding should release before you
.'feel any pain in your leg. If it
doesn't, have it checked. Some
skiers carry a screwdriver with
them skiing to adjust the binding
on the slope if it releases too
easily. However, if you are not
familiar with it, take your skiis to
someone who does, or you may be
risking a broken leg.
borrow equipment to tsee what
suits you the most. There are as
many different ways to ski as
there are different ski equipment.
Poles are very important for the
skier. Many beginners cannot see
the use of poles, other than
stopping or pushing oneself along
on flat areas and inclines. Actually, poles are very useful in
aiding the timing and rhythm of a
skier. Edward Scott invented the
first light weight aluminum ski
pole. Before Scott's invention
poles were made of heavier
material and very short; they
came up to the waist. The
planting of a pole is important in a
turn. The poles must be light but
also very strong because they
break very easily. Normally, the
pole should be able to pass easily
under the armpit and yet be above
the waist. If it comes to a choice

between a pole shorter or longer,
pick the former. If a pole is longer
than needed it may jar the arm
when planting.
Other accessories are important
in skiing. All ski centers require
safety or "runaway" straps. If a ski
is released from the binding and
the skier is not wearing a safety
strap the ski may fly down the hill
and injure another skier.
A skier must have skiis that
properly fit his size and ability.
The function of a ski is to
distribute the weight of the skier
over a larger surface. Skiis must be
purchased in accordance with the
skiers ability, height, weight and
style of skiing. A ski should be
easy to turn and yet stable and
steady at high speeds. Most
beginners start off on short skiis
and then move on to longer skiis
as their ability improves. Short

skiis have several advantages:
they are lighter and therefore
easier to turn, they are shorter and
crossing of the tips is not as
frequent as with a longer ski. A
longer ski is sometimes better if
you are planning to ski at high
speeds. Most racers use long skis.
However, if you are interested in
skiing only for recreation, it is
better to stay with shorter skiis for
easier handling. If a skier practices acrobatics or hot dogging, he
usually purchases a short and very
light ski.
Bindings and boots are also a
very important part of the skier's
equipment. A boot should be tight
- you should not be able to lift
your foot out of the boot with
ease, and yet it should not be tight
enough to cut off the circulation
to the foot. The heel of the foot, in
a buckled boot, should not rise
much from the bottom of the

Most accidents in skiing occur
from neverousness. A skier who is
nervous and falls is more apt to
get a broken leg than a relaxed
person. For this reason, children
are less likely to get a broken leg
because they are not afraid of
falling or going fast. If you are out
of control and don't know how to
stop! sit down. It may be embarrassing, but it would be better
than hitting a tree. If you are on
ice, don't try to stop ski over it

until you get to some snow that
you can stop on. Be relaxed when
you fall don't stiffen up your body
and try to resist the fall. Let it
happen and it will hurt less. But
most of all, go skiing with the
attitude that it's fun and not just
exercise.

Make Way For King Tut
by Donna Riehm
Massive metallic medallions,
stunning headbands borders of
Egyptian ladies marching down
material or stone, carved statues
of placidly smiling sungods and
symbolical animals frozen for
eternity in alabaster or gold are all
part of the very latest in the
fashion scene, reviving the
mystery of an ancient society.
Egyptian
art is making a
comeback in current western
styles in jewelry, furniture and
even clothing and art nouveau
traces of floral patterns or bold
symmetrical
designs
are
becoming popular.

with strange animal statues,
furniture, alabaster wine cups,
bejeweled amulets to ward off evil
spirits, and rich tokens of
gratitude to help the King in his
next life. I he Egyptians were
masterful artists and fashioned
the objects from materials such as
silver, alabaster, wood, glass, gems
and "everywhere the glint of
gold". One of the most famous
pieces is the gold inlaid mummy
mask of Tutankhamun which is
one of the fifty pieces which will
be on display.
The exhibition will appear in six
museums during it's stay since it

began in Washington DC. at the
National Gallery of Art in
November 1976. It has visited the
Field Museum in Chicago^ the
New Orleans Museum of Art and
will appear at the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art (Feb. 78•fune 78) and the Seattle Art
Museum (July 78-Nov. 78) before
it arrives at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art from December
15, 1978 to April 15, 1979.
The pieces still hold the fantasy
and mystery that they've had
since 1344 B.C. and provide the
modern world with an ancient
treasure of unparalleled splendor.

Alpine Club Off To A Fine Start

Oneof the biggest attractions of
this fad is the King Tut exhibition
which is presently touring the
United States for the first time, on
a^ loan from the Egyptian
government.
The nine year old boy-king,
Tutankhamun ruled in Egypt in
the fourteenth century when
religion was in trumoil, and his
reign soon ended when he died at
an early age, possibly murdered.
His fame today is due to his small,
elaborate tomb which was
evacuated in 1922 by a British
archeologist named Howard
Carter almost accidentally after
years of futile searching. The
tomb was virtually undisturbed by
grave robbers because of it's
obscure
location.
Carter
discovered it completely intact
beneath the rubble of the greater
tomb of Ramses VI.
The Egyptians strongly believed
in an after life, and filled the tomb

Tom Cleary, Alpine Club President, accepting trophy from
unidentified person after a recent ski triumph [Photo by Don
Marron]

by Don Marron
Last year, the Alpine Club of
Fairfield University was formed,
consisting of 15 members. As a
self-supportive
group,
they
competed in various invitationals,
including their own, and did very
well for themselves.
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As a result of these accomplishments, this year the club
branched out to include the first
Fairfield Ski Team, affording them
"club sport" status and an appropriation from the athletic
department. Tom Cleary manned
the helm of the Alpine Club,
which runs weekly trips to Mt.
Southington. After ten meetings
of the executive board and a
general meeting which drew 130
members to the two clubs, the
Fairfield ski program seems to
have made it big.
The first practice and time trials
were held last Thursday which
yielded six competitors who won

first place overall team trophy in
the first meet of their tri-state
conference at Hidden Valley,
Vernon, N.J. The field consisted of
teams from such schools as
Lehigh, Princeton, Fairleigh
Dickenson, Middlesex, Rutgers, St.
Peters, and Central Connecticut.
Receiving individual trophies
were Dave Rogers for first place
and Brett Whitcomb for third.
Contributing to the team win were
Jan Russo, Jim Dolan, Kim Anderson, and Dorian Rodizza.
President Cleary was optimistic
about the team, "looking forward
to a good season. We have
established ourselves as formidable competition and the
team is psyched." Next week, the
team will send 12 competitors to
Hidden Valley for their second
meet of the season. Anyone interested in joining the Alpine club
or the Ski Team should drop a
note in box CC or contact Tom
Cleary or Joe Saracino.
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Four Seek Presidency
Cont. from p. 1
want to be here. To make sure the
individual student doesn't get
overlooked."
Last year, Kevin Collins opposed
Mark Dorigan in the race for F.U.S.A.
president and, although defeated, was
not discouraged. He has again entered
the race feeling that from his experience with, and involvement in
campus activities, he realizes Fairfields' potentials, and has the
knowledge and background to make
progress in those directions.
His primary concern is that, as of
now, the power and authority on
campus lies solely with the faculty and
the administration where it should be
equal. Collins, a Junior, feels "the
students are entitled to a legitimate
say in the things that concern them.
And the only way to be recognized is
for F.U.S.A. to be sanctioned by the
Board of Trustees."
'The social events have a lot to be
desired," said Collins. "In addition to
them being limited, they are often
poorly planned, lack innovation and
appeal, and fail to consider a crosssection of interests." He thinks an
Advisory Board to S.E.C. (Student
Entertainment Committee) should be
established. It would consist of a
representative from each club, etc..

their energy where it is needed, but
also to benefit from their imaginations
and ideas.

and in addition to helping S.E.C,
could provide the knowledge and
financial backing for clubs to sponsor
events. Collins also feels that if
enough interest is shown in an offcampus event, be it a play, concert or
game, transportation should be
provided.

Junior Vinny O'Brien (or V.O.) says
it is foolish to waste the time -and
energy of previous administrations.
'Time put in on re-doing the research
could be better spent in furthering the
progress of what has already been
started," said O'Brien. 'The president's
term is short and the implementation
process can be so long that we can not
afford to keep starting over." From his
involvement in various activities,
close association with past administrations, and research, O'Brien
feels that if he picks up the pieces,
they will fit together quickly and
easily.
OBrien views the presidency as a
"focal point" — he is a coordinator, a
listener and generator of enthusiasm.
Through a Social Planning Board, all
activities
will
be
organized,
eliminating
the
all-or-nothing
weekends. O'Brien also said that "this
board will encourage the different
clubs, as well as students, to work
together. And if the students take a
positive attitude, get involved and
cooperate, progress can be made and
it, along with their efforts, will lead to
recognition by the administration."
If he does get elected, O'Brien says

"A network of communication
among the students, administration,
and the student government is absolutely necessary," stated Collins. "To
encourage this, a bi-weekly newsletter
will be printed and an information
desk set up in the F.U.S.A. office."
'The current administration has set
up a good framework for the next
president," Collins said. 'The incoming president should be able to do
a good job and make progress." He
noted, however, that the president is a
leader, coordinator, and moderator,
but his realm is small in comparison to
that of the Student Association — or
the students. Therefore, the students
must take advantage of their realm
and use it to its fullest extent. "After
all," said Collins, "the president
doesn't make the people, the people
make the president."
Collins said he plans a vast
recruitment of people to work with
S.E.C, the government, etc. to not
only get people involved and channel

he will first put the present into
perspective, and then with a lot of
hard work, cooperation, and participation from everybody, complete
the things that have already been
started. Confident that in this manner
things will be visibly accomplished, he
also feels that "a positive attitude will
spread and encourage people and
make them want to help and become
involved."
Greg Blair, a Sophomore, contender
for the position of F.U.S.A. President,
stated that "for the past two years,
there has been a total lack of
leadership by the F.U.S.A. president."
In his mind, "when a person is voted
into office, they have already won the
trust and confidence of the student
body.
Therefore,
they
are
automatically given the authority to
take the initiative and state their
position on the issues which affect the
students. "It seems that the responsibility of spokeman for the undergraduates of F.U. has shifted from
the president to the campus
newspaper and radio station," Blair
said, "but if I get elected, I feel I can
handle the responsibilities that come
with the job."
The issues that Blair sighted were:
rising maintainence and tuition costs,
the construction of any campus

additions, the playhouse and pub,
imposed dnnking regulations, and
faculty and curriculum evaluations.
'The students are not regarded as
adults," Blair said, "we are treated like
children in a strict Catholic grammar
school — the majority are punished
for the actions of a few."
"In order for the problems to be
confronted and strides taken, the
communication lines between all
facets of the university must be open,"
Blair said. To insure this communication, he plans to set up a
Round Table Forum on The State of
the University. Its purpose is to
provide an opportunity for the
discussion of problems within the
university community, their explanations and possible solutions.
Every facet of the university will be
represented, and the President, Vicepresident, and the deans will be invited to participate. In addition to
opening the lines of communication,
Blair feels that student opinions will
gain respect, and eventually, some
weight.
Blair feels that if the proper
leadership is provided — one that
takes the initiative, encourages
dialogue and uses constructive
criticism — it will generate enthusiasm and interest throughout the
school.

Jesuit Volunteers Recruiting Here
Is there life after college? "Yes" is
the enthusiastic reply from 250 Jesuit
Volunteers from the Alaskan tundra to
the urban centers of the East coast.
The post-graduate life these men and
women are enjoying offers little
financial renumeration and a wealth
of experience. They have accepted the
challenge posed by the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps, a Christian
organization of motivated, mature,
adaptable men and women working
with people who are poor, powerless,
or oppressed, and with organizations
and individuals committed to the
realization of social justice.
Volunteers' jobs are as varied as
their talents. Teaching is the most
frequently requested skill with
teachers placed in elementary and

secondary schools in the inner cities
as well as in remote villages. Teacher
certification is preferred but not
required. Nurses work from the hills of
Appalachia to the cities of the East
and West, in rural settings on reservations and in Alaska.

One volunteer referred to his year in
the JVC "not as a year taken off
(before graduate school or another
job) but a year of immersion." What is
it that a volunteer becomes immersed
in — striving for social justice, acclimating to a new culture, living
communally and experiencing an
alternative and simple lifestyle, applying mastered skills and developing
new ones, working hard and laughing
hard. In exchange for this type of
dedication volunteers receive room
and board, a monthly personal
stipend, health insurance, transportation home at the end of the year
and an experience that lives beyond
the renewable twelve month commitment.

Some work in day care, legal aide
and group homes, with the elderly, the
mentally ill and the emotionally
disturbed. Others are radio broadcasters, community organizers,
electrical engineers, skid road social
workers and mechanics. Commitment
is for one year whether it be with the
Eskimos in Alaska, the Crow or
Cheyenne in Montana, the Navajo in
Arizona, the poor in Appalachia, or
the oppressed in the cities from
Boston, to Cleveland, to Oakland.

The Jesuit Volunteer Corps is not a
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Four Plays
For $9
The Yale Repertory Theatre is
again offering its Student Pass for
$9. The Pass is available until
February 11 only at the YRT Box
Office at the corner of York and
Chapel Streets in New Haven.
Student Pass holders may reserve
tickets in advance of any evening
performances Monday through
Friday or for the Saturday
matinee. For further information,
please call 436-1600.

There are 3 graduates of Fairfield
University working with the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps this year. Jim Luddy
(76) is a volunteer in a group home in
Bethel, Alaska. Mary Ellen Maher (77)
is a volunteer with a community
organization
in
Wilmington,
Delaware. Mike Walsh ('77) is a
counselor for low-income people who

wish to rent apartments in Buffalo,
New York. Two representatives of the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps: East will be
visiting Fairfield on February 21st at
1:30 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. They will be
giving a presentation on what it is like
to work for a year as a Jesuit Volunteer. All interested students are invited
to attent this presentation. For more
details, contact Fr. Frank Moy at the
Campus Ministry Office.
Requirements are 21 years of age or
older, adaptability, mature personality, Christian motivation, and a
sense of humor. Applicants need not
be Catholic. Married persons with no
dependents are welcome. Further
information can be obtained through
the Campus Ministry office on your
campus or by writing to the regional
office in which placement is preferred.
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crowd or do-gooders naively trying to
change society. Volunteer Ken Reeves
notes that "the JVC interests me
because of its realistic view of itself.
Its experiences, though often difficult,
are satisfying. The JVC itself seems to
be confronting poverty and social
problems head on. It is also an
organization which takes an active
interest in the welfare of each
volunteer."

Xerographies
Xeroqraphics
Xerographies

1275 Post Road
Hairf teld, Connecticut 06430
201V255-0982
H-nirs-Mcn.-Fri. 830-5:30
Saturday 10:00-4-00
"in the Fairfield Brickwalk"

T-Shirt City
Army & Natty
T-Shirts for Clubs, Teams, etc.

tt'fi
FREE PASS
Good every nite in February & March
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
with your Fairfield Univ. I.D.
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Silk-Screening & Hand-Lettering

2062 Main St., Bpt.
335-6792
"We Print Anything"
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by James Endrst
If you've been waiting to spend
a highbrow evening enjoying
theater at Yale Repertory in New
Haven, wait a little longer. At least
wait
for
the
closing
of
"Sganarelle: An Evening of
Moliere Farces." These four oneact romps are not equipped for
literary audiences. This is frolicing
barnyard humor. It is the lost
world of grotesques in Sixteenth
Century Restoration Comedy. The
last remnants of this tradition are
found at carnivals and impromptu
performances by beggars. This
mimic tradition is a place where
an actor's head may end up
between a pair of legs, ( not
necessarily his own,) and where
wives sometimes frequent their
neighbor's beds more than their
own. This relic of the Pre-lbsen
Drama is still more commonly
known as buffoonery.
Moliere had the best of both
worlds as a writer. While practicing a decidedly Bohemia
litestyle, he also enjoyeu me
favors of royal courts throughout
Europe. Moliere was a hack at
worst and a social satirist at best.
Serban, one of Yale Rep's, new
Associate Directors, is not interested in the so-called "intellectual Moliere."
His reputation as a daring
interpreter of theater
was
deomonstrated last season with
his superlative handling of
Strindberg's Ghost Sonata. These
farces reveal the flip side of the

Moliere Street Comedy At Yale
Alice at times.
The majority of cast members
participate in at least two of the
acts but the central core of the
troupe is evident throughout.
Mark Baker, Richard Crusing,

A scene from Moliere's "The Imaginary Cuckold", at the Yale Rep. through February 11. Joyce Fide
or as Cele, announcing to her father, Richard C. Grusin, that she will marry. Photo by Eugene Cook
director and his interest in the
boisterous tradition of the street
play. Serban plays the dramatic

13 Women Artists Celebrated
Mary Cassatt, Louise Nevelson
and Georgia O'Keeffe are among
the outstanding American artists
whose lives and work are
documented in THE ORIGINALS:
WOMEN IN ART* a seven-part,
half-hour, weekly series produced
by WNET-THIRTEEN* to be
transmitted nationally starting
February 2 at 8:30 p.m.)
The major focus of the series is
on the excellence, richness and
diversity of the art of American
women artists, despite the fact
that, as Marcia Tucker, former
curator at the Whitney Museum,
points out, "the classic textbook
still used in most introductory art
history courses does not mention
a single woman artist".
The first program in the
WOMEN IN ART series is MARY
CASSATT - IMPRESSIONIST
FROM
PHILADELPHIA.
Acknowledged today as one of
the five great American artists ot
the 19th Century, Mary Cassatt
was the only American member of
the French Impressionist group.
She exhibited with Manet, Renoir,
Monet, Degas, and others.
Using examples of her work
gathered from every major
collection -- paintings, drawings,
aquatints, dry-points - the halfhour tilm recreates Lassatt's MTe
and times, and reveals the extraordinary and unique quality,
variety and originality of her art.
Her personal story: the dual
struggle against the 19th century
American indifference to art and
artists, particularly a woman artist,
her years in Paris, the relationship
between her art and her life, the
important role Degas played in
her life, "...Then ft really is a
woman who paints as well as
that!"...the influence of her family
(socially elite Philadelphians), is
all told through voice-over
dramatization, animation, letters
personal
memoirs
and
documents.
MARY
CASSATTIMPRESSIONIST
FROM
PHILADELPHIA is produced and
directed by award-winning Perry
Miller Adato, who is also
Executive Producer for the
WOMEN IN ART series and visited
Fairfield's campus last Fall.
The other programs in WOMEN

IN ART in running order at 8:30
p.m. are:
NEVELSON IN PROCESS
filmmakers: Susan Fanshel and Jill
Godmilow February 9.
SPIRIT CATCHER- THE ART OF
BETYE SAAR
filmmaker: Suzanne Bauman
February 16
HELEN
FRANKENTHALER(working title)
filmmaker: Perry Miller Adato
February 23
ALICE NEEL- COLLECTOR OF
SOULS
filmmaker: Nancy Baer March 2
ANONYMOUS
WAS
A
WOMAN
filmmaker: Mirra Bank March 9
GEORGIA O'KEEFFE
filmmaker: Perry Miller Adato
(one hour; originally broadcast
October 10 1977) March 16

chemist with this primitive
comedy.
"The Flying Doctor" the first
act, literally takes the show off the
ground floor. Mark Linn Baker is
Sganarelle, a man who is a con
artist an illusionist and a tool.
There is only one piece of
scenery. The prop is a sqaure, with
people that look like Brueghel
figures with Bosch personalities
popping in and out of hidden
compartments. Actors make wild
entrances and exits through
windows, doors, booby-trapped

MIR0 FARMS
Fresh Fruits
&

Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider

Luxman • Discwasher
JVC
• Rotel

nDs

• Avid

People's Plus:
its free checking
plus a whole lot more.

1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

The Brick Walk 1229 Post Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430,
Telephone 2SS-5939

• Setton

floors and even the audience. Mr.
Baker provides the most exciting
display of acrobatics all evening,
and his ability as a comic is purely
professional.
The stories play a minor role in
the total product. The situationsare always archetypal and the
characters are dim-wits and clods.
"The Flying Doctor" "The Forced
Marriage," and "Sganarelle" are
all boy-girl frolics that are throw
backs to Shakespeare's Comedy of
Errors but with consequences that
seem closer to Bob, Carol.Ted and

deal of the show, delivering most
of the precious jewels of
redundant wisdom along the way.
"When a girl is not in good
health," says the quack, "She must
inevitably be sick." And later a
cuckold ponders revenge and
decides that, "Honor gravely
warps my good judgement."
The most hilarious piece of the
evening contains no words at all.
That is none of them make any
concrete sense.
Based
on
Moliere's "The Doctor in Spite of
Himself", Serban uses pure mime.
One only needs to see an axe
heaved across the stage to understand that the Woodcutter will
shortly fodlow. The speech, of
the final play is delivered in
barbarized Russian, pseudoSwedish and neo-Finnish. Some of
the bogus dialect is translated on
placards. Yet other words are
excruciatingly clear: Waarrt is
what, Pimnikkika is doctor and
Ooaarrgghh...gug gug means
They're hanging me.
Serban's
purpose
is
to
rediscover the roots of popular
humor and much of this is found
in a world that many of us are
either unfamiliar with or have
forgotten about. It is primitive
theater with direct primal appeal.
In laymen's terms it means, "a
kick in the pants is always funny."
So, Yale is presenting palettable
slapstick, revitalized by Serban's
direction and received in much of
the original spirit of the street
festivals...give or take a liter of
beer. Sganareele plays at Yale
through Feb. 11. Call 436-1600 for
tickets.

Audio-Technica
Sony Portables
Sanyo Car Stereo
Sanyo Portables

• Sonus
And more...
We have complete systems as low as 299.00. All major credit
cards accepted
Easy credit terms arranged. We have your stylus.
Cad us 255-5939
The Brickwalk— 1229 Post Rd., Fairfield
"Stereo One offers SOUND value for your Dollars"
Mon.-; Monday - Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. ien til 9

Personal Banking Made Easy

BLACK ROCK TPKE. 579-7059
1940 Black Rock Tpke., Fairlield
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3
Friday. 9-8; Saturday, 9-12
'Teller Service Monday-Thursday. 3-4:30

FAIRFIELD 579-7099
Post Rd. & So. Benson Rd., Fairlield
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3: Friday. 9-8
f'ember FDIC

Fairfield Wine and
Liquor
FREE DELIVERY Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 3-7 p.m. Call Before 7:00

259-9537
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1431 Post Road—Fairfield
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ALBUM UPDATE
With Paul Fitzgerald
"MY AIM IS TRUE" Elvis Costello
From time to time an artist comes along who is so
outstandingly unique that he forces people to pay
attention to him whether they like it or not. Elvis
Costello is such an artist. He poses on the cover of his
debut album, "My Aim is True", like a Woody Allen
impersonation of Buddy Holly. He sings with a raspy
Graham Parker-like voice in Elvis Costello angry tones.
His music is basically a throwback to good old rockin'
roll, but he gives it a whole new dimension with his fresh
and creative approach. He doesn't need to resort to
three-chord, crank it up music to convey it.
Side One opens with a short, simple rock and roller
called "Welcome To The Working Week". Right away,
Elvis hits home with "welcome to the working week/I
know it don't thrill you/ I hope it don't kill you/ You
gotta do it/ so you better get to it." "Miracle Man" is the
first of several songs about his relationship with women.
"Why do you have to say there's always someone who
can do it better than I can/ Don't you think that I know
that walking on water won't make me a Miracle Man?"
"Allison" is the only ballad on the album and at
first it seems to be a simple, nicey love song. Lyrics like,
"sometimes I wish that I could stop you from talking
when I hear the silly things that you say/ I think
somebody better put out the big Light, cause I can't
stand to see you this way . . . Allison, I know this world is
killing you. Allison, my aim is true", give it a more
awesome feeling.
Side Two continues the atmosphere of the first with
a tune called "Pay It Back". Costello sings of all the
things people have done to him in his life. "I'm Not
Angry" is Costello's ironic number. He sings "I'm not
angry anymore" in his angriest voice.
Unlike most recordings, continued playing of "My
Aim is True" does not lead to finding more faults with
the album. But, the only thing that annoys me is that
sometimes it is impossible to understand what Costello
is saying. This is his style, though, and a small problem
in light of what one can get from the album. We can
only hope that Elvis Costello continues to be as unique
on his upcoming efforts as he has on his one.

Deuces
Wild

Where is it written that one ear
must be limited to one earring?
Double ear piercing is here.
And it's the most fun a pretty pair of ears ever had.
You can play it straight with four earrings of the same style.
Or you can be a little creative and mix studs with hoops
or whatever combination you like.
So double your pleasure with double
ear piercing from the Midas Touch.

Shirley MacLaine [left] and Anne Bancroft in "The Turning Point."

f£

The Turning Point"

By Chris Marcolini
settled for the life of mother, wife,
"The Turning Point" is more
and teacher of dance. The two
than filmed ballet, it leads you
meet again and their rivalry
beyond the practice sessions, and
resurfaces as a bitter kind of
into the minds and pasts of the
bitchiness with an added edge.
dancers. Anne Bancroft as Emma
Who made the wiser choice, they
and Shirley MacLaine as Dee Dee
ask?
are former ballet dancing rivals.
Emma became a dancing star and
DeeDee relives her life through
is now beginning her decline. Her her daughter, Emilia who has
face is too lined for her to play the -chosen to dance. Through the
younger parts anymore; she can
eyes of Emma and DeeDee we
no longer compete with the witness the struggle of 'two infreshness of 20 year olds. DeeDee dividual minds.

Silent Movie. Mel Brooks and company at it again.
Thurs., Feb. 2, 7 and 9:30
Fri., Feb. 3, 7:30 only
Sat., Feb. 4, 7:30 only
Marathon Man. Dustin Hoffman is pursued by a former Nazi (Laurence Olivier).
Wed., Feb. 8, 7 only
Thurs., Feb. 9, 7 and 9:30
Fri., Feb. 10, 7:30 only
The Sting. Redford and Newman as conmen.
Sat., Feb. 11, 2 p.m. matinee
Sun., Feb. 12, 7:30 only
Mon., Feb. 13, 7 and 9:30
Tues., Feb. 14, 7:30 only
Whafs up, Doc? Barbra Streisand and Ryan O'Neal in a great screwball comedy.
Thurs., Feb. 16, 7 and 9:30
Fri., Feb. 17, 7:30 only
The Confession. Costa-Cavras' adaptation.of Koestler's "Darkness at Noon." Stars Yves Montand. In French,
with subtitles.
Tues., Feb. 21, 3:30 and 7:30
2001: Space Odyssey. Still the ultimate trip.
Thurs., Feb. 23, 7:30 only
Fri., Feb. 24, 7:30 only
Chimes at Midnight. Orson Wells as Falstaff.
Wed., Mar. 1, 7:30 only
The Mad Adventures of Rabbi Jacob. This excellent comedy from France stars Louis de Funes. In French, with
subtitles.
Tues., March 14, 3:30 and 7:30
Carnal Knowledge. Mike Nichols directed this biting comedy about sex. With Jack Nicholson and Candice
Bergen.
Thurs., March 16, 7 and 9:30
Fri., March 17, 7:30 only
Singing in the Rain. Perhaps the best musical comedy ever. Gene Kelly stars.

Sat., March 18, 2 p.m. matinee
Sun., March 19, 7:30 only
Gone With The Wmd. Here it is — Hollywood's greatest picture.
Thurs., April 6, 7 only
Sat., April 8, 7 only
Bedazzled. Delightful version of the Faust legend. Wth Raquel Welch (as Lust!), Peter Cook, and Dudley
Moore.
Tues., April 11, 7:30 only
Blow-up. Antonioni examines his favorite themes. With Vanesse Redgrave.
Tues., April 18, 7:30 only
Truffaut'sSmall Change. The French director's beautiful homage tochildren. In French, with subtitles.
Thurs., April 20, 7 and 9:30
Fri., April 21, 7:30 only
Zeffirelli'sRomeo and Juliet. With Olivia Hussey, Leonard Whiting.
Mon., April 24, 7:30 only
Tues., April 25, 7:30 only

Studs $8.98 - including piercing.
Birthitonas, or Simul«t»d Diamond $9.98 including piercing.

ZJke Jtiaa* Vouch
FAIRFIELD 1547 POAT ROAD 259-4895
(Open Mon. thru Sat 9-5:30, Fri. to 8)

Kosmetique
Inside the "Midas Touch" The "Olga Touch for the
natural look in make-up featuring "oil of mink"
cosmetics
Free Makeup Application
Also Mondessa, Riha & Tail Tennis Wear
Free Alterations
255-6009

The individuals studied in "The
Turning Point" could stand alone.
They are realized through their
relationship to each other.
Together, they add up to that rare
kind of movie which is worth
seeing twice.

Coming Flicks...—

Ear Piercing Clinic SATURDAY, FEB. 4th
11-5 p.m. Doctor in attendance

SALE
Jewelry - 20% Fragrances - 50%

Leslie Browne
is Emilia.
Mikkhail Baryshnikov is her cool
and experienced lover. Their
choreographed relationship is an
added exercise in the dynamics of
their relationship.

$1.50 MATINEE 'TIL 2:30 SAT. & SUNDAY
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Boxscores Of Vacation Tilts
Fairfield 95
Montclair St 65
Sherrod
Murray
Frank
Yuhl
Hagan
Matarazz
Meisner
Belcher
Young
Hughes

Williams
DeSantis
Plefka
Huzar
Fisher
Broggini

FG-FGA

FT-FTA

2-12

OO
02
00
00
00
5-6
2-2
00
00

4-11
1-11
3-7

1-1
7-11
3-9
5-9
3-8
0-3

Palazzi

5-10
11-19
3-6
0-1
1-6
00
7-10
1-2
04
3-5

Young

6-7

Balkun
Nelson
Cunders

TP

10
2
1
3
0
5
5
5
3

4
1
6
2
2
3
10
1
1
6
5

3-5
1011
00
02
00
1-2
3-5
00
00
1-3
34

4
8
2
6
2
19
8
10
6

Abner
Lasoff

34
5-12

00
00

?
16

Williams
DeSantis
Plefka
Broggini
Fisher
Balkun
Nelson
Cunderson
Palazzi
Young
Huzar

2-5
9-19
9-15
01
1015
543
02
00
00
5-9
00

11-13
34
4-5
00
3-5
2-2
00
00
00
2-2
00

8
2
11
2
1
14
0
0
0
4
2

FT-FTA
1-2
00
2-2
3-3
34
00
34
00

FG-FGA FT-FTA R

13
32
6
0
2
1

Augustus
Hilton
Graziano
Gilloon
Doyle
Wejnert
Reynolds

17
2
0
7

4-7
2-2
5-8
06
11-17
2-5
01

Williams 05
Balkun
5-5
Young
5-8
DeSantis 4-13
Fisher
12-17
Plefka
2-7
Broggini 00
Palazzi
1-1
Huzar
00

15

TP

15
8
4
1
12 12

7-9
00
^2-2
01
2-3
4-6

2
4
A
0

00
1-2
1-1
&6

12
24
8
0
1
11
16
8
26
5
0
2
0

00 2
2-2 rj
1-2
2
00
1
00 ' o
00
0

Williams
DeSantis
Plefka
Broggini
Fisher
Balkun
Nelson

8-11
4-12
6-11
00
1-9
01

2-5
7-9
2-2
2-2
4-5
1-2
00

Young

3-5

0-1

TP

1
10
5
4
7
2

1
3
10
0
3
13
0
4

6
21
11
6
11
2

18
15
14
2
14
3
0
6

FT-FTA R

Jolson
Yent
Fleming
Shea
Matura
Masters on
Ziggerelli
Rudakas
Curry

2-7
7-11
9-13
3-9
2
"6
1-1
24
1-3

Wlliams
Balkun
Young
DeSantis
Fisher
Plefka
Broggini
Palazzi

1-5
5-6
7-11
5-18
2-8
4_8
00
00

Fairfield 105
American 88
FG-FGA FT-FTA
1-1
5-7
Kelly
02
Garlitos 5-10
34
Bowers 9-16
01
03
Voekle
00
7-15
Lamb
24
Kearney 4-6

R

M0

00
1-1
01
00
00
00
00
2-2
34

2-2
2-2
8-9
4-6
5-8
44
00
00

3
9
3
0
0
0
0
1
7
3
5
8
8
2
7

0
0

TP
11
10
21
0
14

10

SUMMER JOBS guaranteed or
money back. Nation's largest
directory. Minimum fifty employers-state. Includes master
application. Only $3 SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State College,
Pa. 16801

15
21
22
0
23
12
0
0
0
12
0

South Carolina 75
Fairfield 69

Fairfield 72
Catholic U. 64
Fairfield 73
Yale 72

FG-FGA
McNally 3-8
Butler
03
Colella
2-11
Dzwoulski 9-14
Cooper
4-5
Gruzinkas 3-7
Dade
4-12
Murray
1-1

FG-FGA
3-3
Williams
8-17
DeSantis
343
Plefka
2-3
Broggini
9-19
Fisher
2-5
Balkun
14
Nelson
Gunderson 00
24
Palazzi
63
Young
01
Biolsi
00
McManus

6
10

We have
• SHEET MUSIC
• MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
• ACCESSORIES

L-

255-2881 '
1863 Post Road Fairfield CT

Announcing
the new book
by a distinguished

Fairfield University
Faculty Member

"James Joyce In Padua"

Fairfield
123
Holy Cross
103
vtoody

FG-FGA FT-FTA R

TP

1-2

2
12
16
4
4
20
6
2
12

Beckenbach 6-10
Perry
7-16

Witts
Kane
V'icens
Mulquin
O'Connor
Seamen
Potter
Brown
Land is

1-3
1-5
1015
1-2

1-1
2-2
9-15
OO
1-2

00
00
2-2
2-3
2-3
00
44
00
8-8
44
00
1-1

8
1
0

2-2
0
3

TP
4

15
18
6
4
2
4
4
15

4
12
22
14
9
12
0
0

Williams 53
DeSantis 5.1,1
Plefka
9-12
Broggini
1-2
Fisher
1017
Balkun
44
Nelson
01
Gunderson 00
Palazzi
1-1
McManus 00
Biolsi
00
Young
5.9

11-14
56
6-6
2-3
8-10
00

00
00
34
1-2
00
5-5

2
0
9

23
15
24
4
28
8

0 0
0 0
3 5
0 1
0
1

Feb. 6 a wine & cheese
autograph party to celebrate.

G

FG-FGA FG%

FT-FTA REB. AVG PTS. AVG

Joe DeSantis [1302]

18

149-305

.489

95-112

54-3.0

393-21.8

Kim Fisher [1174]

18

125-242

517

72-92

36-2.0

322-17.9

Mark Young [914]

18

89-141.

.631

97-119

132-7.3

275-15.3

Flip Williams [503]

18

71-124

.573

50-78

67-3.7

192-10.7

Steve Balkun [916]

18

69-117

.589

47-68

192-10.7

185-10.3

Mark Plefka [733]

18

66-139

.474

3746

115-6.4

169-9.4

Mike Palazzi [42]

16

12-26

.462

18-29

34-2.1

42-2.6

Rich Broggini [18]

15

5-11

.455

8-11

14-1.0

18-1.3

Joe Nelson [14]

14

7-24

.292

04

15-1.1

14-1.0

Dennis Mirda [1]

1

04)

.000

1-2

OO.O

1-1.0

Steve Huzar [18]

7

2-3

.667

14

7-1.0

54).7

Barry Gunderson [15]

8

2-9

.222

00

3-0.4

4-0.5

John McManus [1]

3

04)

.000

1-2

OO.O

1-0.3

Bob Biolsi [0]

3

0-3

.000

04)

1-0.3

04).0

0
15

1028

01
1-5

1-5
1-2
3-7
3-5
4-12
34
00
7-13

9-10
1-2
34
24
00

3-5
2-3
00
OO
00
01

29
1
5
4
2
9
8
8
6
0
14

A DIFFERENT

The Store With Everything
for the anywhere look
Size 8 Slim to 50 Big & Tall
Levi's for Feet
1079 High Ridge Rd.
FASHION PLAZA
STAMFORD
OpenMon. & ThurS. til 9
322-4032

1222 ad Kings Highway Cut-Off

CIRCLE PLAZA
FAIRFIELD
Open Thurs. - Fri. til 9
255-0417

^^

Good
Times
Cafe
Rte. 1 County Mall Norwalk 847-0216
Mon.
Shots 50<t
9-10

ROCK

by

Louis Berrone

STAGS STATS

Fairfield
112
Hofstra 86
Hollingsworth
Loftin
Cheslock
Scozzafara
Simpson
Appel
Melvin
Woods
Jenkins
Barry
Swanson

TP
6
70
15
7
??
11
?
0
5
?4
0
0

FT-FTA
00
4-6
9-11
34
4-5
7-12
00
00
1-2
12-14
00
00

Wed.
$1 cover
Free Draft
8-9:30

BEST
Fri. Sat.
only
$1 cover
Party til
3:00 AM

EVERY
NIGHT

Tues.
Draft 250
Drinks $1.00)
all night

BANDS
Thur.
(Ladies Drinks)
250
8-10

Come 'n' Party
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Moses Takes Over
As Stagette Coach
played quarterback for the Ooh- Moses is patient and confident in
Yahs, the intramural football his girls, who, he says, are
"working really hard."
champions.
Moses
brings
extensive
As of January 29, the Stagettes
basketball expertise to the new have a 2-4 record, and are 0-2
coaching post. His practices are a under Moses, having recently lost
study in constant motion and tough starts against lona and St!
innovation. Further,he is aware of Francis. This does not discourage
the importance of his new job. Moses, however, who suggested
Charlie said, "It's a lot of his own version of a new trend on
responsibility. Most people have campus when he said, "why not
to worry about only themselves, Stagette-mania? The crowd has a
but a coach has to be concerned lot to do with winning basketball
with the health, grades, and games, and I'd like to start seeing
feelings of eleven people." When bigger crowds here." He also
asked if he experienced any hinted that the future looks
anxiety regarding the transition bright: "Now the team knows
period between Dittrich and what I want. We have eleven girls
himself, Charlie said, "At first I who can play, and they're all good
was a little nervous but that didn't shooters." If the Stagettes can live
last long." If there is any ap- up to these high expectations then
prehension on his part it is dif- perhaps "Stagette-mania" will
ficult to see it in practices, where become a reality.

By Doc Dougherty
Charlie
Moses, a
senior
chemistry major from Montclair,
N.J. has taken over the head
coaching position of the Fairfield
University women's basketball
team, Moses replaces graduate
assisstant Gary Dittrich, who
resigned over the Christmas
vacation so that he could pursue a
rising and increasingly demanding
career in real estate. At this
writing Dittrich was in New
Orleans, La., and could not be
reached for comment.
The mature and soft-spoken
Moses, formerly the assistant
coach for the team, is a familiar
figure on the Fairfield campus.
Charlie played junior varsity
basketball his freshman year and
has been active in intramurals
since- then. Most recently he

New Stagette head coach Charlie Moses. [Photo by Frank Godfrey]

Inconsistency Hurts Stag Icemen
by John O'Mealia
The Fairfield hockey team
started out the season having
trouble winning games. When we
left for vacation, their record was
1-3-1. Since then, as coach Doc
McCarthy said "They have started
to gel as a team. The only problem
has been keeping the combinations together." He is talking
about the injuries that have
plagued the team all year and
some academic probations which
make players ineligable. Since
then, they have improved their
record to 5-4-1 in Division III.
The first game they had over
the Christmas break was against
Amherst which the Stags did not
play well in-and lost by a score of
15-5. The Stags had only been
skating for a few days before the
game as opposed to over a week
for the Amherst team. They

played poorly on defense, offense
and after the first period were
completely outplayed physically.
A few days later, the team fared
better when they played Quinnipiac. This time the team played
together on both offense and
defense, outshot and generally
outplayed Quinnipiac for all three
periods, winning in a land slide 125. Ron Sutfin and Richie Bowler
each contributed two goals, which
is a bright sign for the team.
Then it was off to the Wesleyan
tournament where the team came
in third place by losing the first
game to a tough Trinity team 6-5.
The game was always close and
the winning goal was scored late
in the third period. In the consolation round, The Stags had a
rematch with Quinnipiac three
days after their first match. Once

again the Stags won, but this time
it was close and they were on the
top sign of a 5-4 game.
The next opponent was Ramapo
on the night everyone returned to
■school. The team once again
played well and they decisevely
won by a score or /-i with goali-e
Don Maida playing a good game
in the nets.
Then the team returned to
school for a five game home stand
with two Division II and three
Division III games. The first two
games were against the two
division II teams, New Haven and
Bryant. In both games the Stags
were outplayed and out-muscled
and at times seemed as if they did
not care to win.
In the New Haven game, the
Stags put up a good fight and were
hitting well in the first and third

periods when they played even. In
the second period the Stags
encountered that cost them the
game. At the end of the first
period, the teams were tied at
zero, but New Haven came out in
the second period hitting hard
and the Stags weren't ready for it.
It wasn't until the third period that
the Stags started to hit but by then
it was to late. The final score was
4-0.
In the Bryant game, the score
was 2-2 after two periods with
Richie Bowler and Jackie Hekker
getting the two goals for the Stags.
In the third period Bryant took the
game away on a team" lapse and
three power play goals, for a 5-2
final. It was a good showing
against a strong Division II team.
The next night, Wesleyan, who
had won their Tournament came

PHONE

DISCOUNT
LIQUOR & WINES
$$ FEBRUARY SAVINGS $$
JOSE CUREVO TEQUILA
WHITE 80°
WAS
NOW

Qts.

8.25

7.93

757ML 6.85

£.53

Pints 4.10

3.94

PEPPERMINT
SCHNAPPS 60°
DEKUYPER
3/4 Qts.

2|56

3/4 Pints

2*7

BELLOW'S GIN 80°

Qts.

LIQUOR BARREL
CALIFORNIA TABLE
WINES 12= by VOL.
419

1C09 Case
Gal.
19
Gal. [4]
Burgundy, Rhine, Chablis, Rose

SCHAEFER

GIN

BOCK
BEER

80°
s9

ois. 5

159 fPk-

Bottles

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS
10%OFF WITH F.U. STUDENT I.D.
ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
PROPRIETOR

10% Discount Excludes Beer)

116 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD. CONN

THE CLOG HUT

kLargest

Selection of Clogs,
in Conn, in Both Suede
and Leather.
HUH Boots for both Men
and Women
HUH Bags
991 Post
Road East,
Westport
(Across the street from Burger King)

226-9031

SMIRNOFF VODKA 80°

5»

LIQUOR BARREL
AMARRETTO

Park Lane Opticians, Inc.

42o

1 Only 3

95
3/4 Qt.

MANY MORE LOW! PRICES

"Your Campus Eyeglass Center"
Fairfield University I.D.'s Honored

SHOP & COMPARE
at

iquor Barrel
FREE DELIVERY
259-1764
*plus sales tax
(not responsible for typographical errors)

The third period was almost
identical to the other two. Jim
Collinger scored with five minutes
left to give the Stags the victory.
The Stag bench emptied to
congratulate him and the stands
went beserk. The last five minutes
were hard fought and the Stags
held on for their fifth victory.
Things now look brighter for the
hockey team and they play again
at home on Saturday night. It is
going to be a big game so don't
miss it-it is even free.

Stags
Keep
Winning
Cont. from p. 12

J46

WINDSOR CANADIAN
80°
4/5 Qt

GILBEY'S

255-1596

4"

4/5 Qt.

in to face the rejuvinated Stags. It
was on a Saturday night when
nothing else was going on on
campus, so the stands were filled
with fans. It helped the team and
they won by a score of 4-3. Paul
Nolan opened up the scoring after
some good forechecking by his
linemates A.J.O'Brien and Jackie
Hekker who both got assists on
the goal. Wesleyan equalled the
score before the end of the period
and it was tied 1-1 at the break.
In the second period both
teams came out skating hard,
Richie Bowler put the Stags back
into the lead with a shot from in
close in the middle of a pile.
Wesleyan would not die and tied
it up again. Al Curtis gave the lead
back to the Stags with a goal while
the Stags were a man down.
Before
the
period
ended,
Wesleyan tied the score again and
the teams went to the locker room

Fairfield,
Tel. 253

Balkun did an excellent job in shutting
out the snapshooting forward in the
second half.
The Stags themselves did some fine
offensive work in the opening minutes
of the second half, going on a 13-2
spurt to take the lead they never gave
back.
Joe DeSantis was again on top of his
game, leading Fairfield scorers with 29
points. "Silk Fisher added 19 markers
and Center Mark Young threw in 26
points and grabbed 11 rebounds.
DeSantis also dished off for 12 assists
and Steve Balkun picked up 10 big
rebounds.
Fairfield, now 16-2,the finest mark a
Fairfield team has ever assembled,
hosts Manhattan on Saturday afternoon in what promises to be an
exciting gkme. The Stags are now
riding a seven game win streak, and
the pre-season goal of a twenty game
winning season keeps getting closer
for Barakat, his players and the
Fairfield fans. Besides Manhattan,
Seton Hall, St. Joseph's, St.
Bonaventure, LIU and Connecticut
come to the Fairfield gym for
remaining games this year, while the
Stags travel to Army and St. Peter's of
New Jersey.
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Barakat On Stags:

'I Knew We Had Potential'

By )ay Nagle
New
England
pre-season
scouting reports curiously tended
overlook the Fairfield Stags,
considering the team had its top
six players returning, including all
five of its starters. But local rivals
grabbed all the attention and all
the ink, and rightly so: traditional
powerhouse St. John's secured
two impressive transfers in Reggie
Carter (Hawaii) and Bernard
Rencher (Notre Dame), lona
pulled off one of the years biggest
coups by signing 6'11" center Jeff
Ruland, one of the most sought
after high school players in the
nation, and then there was Holy
Cross with their Mr. Everything
Ronny Perry, and a legitimate All
American candidate Chris Potter.
But, as for Fairfield, the critics
remained skeptical. Their front
line was big (6-9, 6-9, 6-10), but
they §aid it was too slow, too
immobile. On paper, their starting
backcourt was solid, but depth
was lacking. Could Joey DeSantis
and Kim Fisher endure the furious
pace of a rugged 26 game
schedule alone? What if either
were injured? Sophomore Flip
Williams was the only proven
relief from the bench, with Steve
Huzar plagued by a nagging foot
injury. This team, they said could
score points, but it would also
give up plenty.
Even Stags coach Fred Barakat
was hesitant, cautious about this
season's prospects. "I knew we
had the talent. I knew we had the
potential to be a good ball club,"
Barakat said while preparing for
last weeks road trip. "It was just a
question of putting it all together.
But, all along I knew we COULD
be good."
However, despite the negative
press, the players remained optimistic. Many talked of a 20 win
season, of post season tournaments. "It's important to set
goals", Barakat said, "but it's also
important not to play towards a
dream; and there's a big difference. But, still I could tell that
the guys had a feeling..."
And now a few games past the
halfway point of the 77-78 season,
the critics are beginning to take a
good hard look at the Fairfield
Stags, not just a passing glance.
And for good reasons. The Stags
are now riding high on a 6 game
winning streak, having won 10 of
their last eleven and currently
have the best record in New
England at 16-2
These accomplishments are no fluke.
Forget the talk about easy
sxhedules and an excessive
number of home games for one
minute because the Fairfield Stags
are for real.
What has happened to the
Stags? Why have they suddenly
begun to play up to their own
expectations, to realize their own
potential? Barakat says it hasn't
been so sudden.
"We've had a tremendous
coming together as a team,"
Barakat said proudly. "We've
turned on. Sure we're operating
with the same group of kids as we
did last year, but sometimes it
may take an entire season to pull
it all together. And now it looks
like we're beginning to do that."
Barakat also emphasized that
before the team could come
together as a unit, each player
must first come together as a
person. "The guys on this team
have a tremendous attitude," the
coach said. "They also have a
super relationship with one
another. There is also a strong
relationship among the players

re-evaluate our goals, we aian i
want to get lazy, because we
know we still have the toughest
part of our schedule in front of us
in schools like the Bonnies, St.
Peters Seton Hall and St. joes."
With that statement in mind talk
of NIT and NCAA tournaments
may, in fact, be pre-mature.
Maybe then the critics were
mistaken, maybe they were
mistaken in rendering Fairfield an
injustice: not giving credit where
credit was due. But make no
mistake about this: right now the
Stags are for real.

Stags
Take
Sixth
Straight

Stag center Mark Young drives hard to the hoop in last Friday night's win over St. Francis, 96-87. Young's outstanding play in
recent games have helped spark the Stags to a six game winning streak and the best record in New England. [Photo by Frank
Godfrey]
and the other coaches. 'We've
matured as a team, but the players
have also matured as individuals."
"I work just as hard on the
mental part of the game as I do
the physical aspects," Barakat
said, himself with a Masters in
psychology. "A guy can be in
tremendous shape, he can be the
most talented guy in the world,
but if he's not mentally prepared
to play basketball, then he's
useless. "I try to work with all the
players on the mental part of their
game because I feel it is so important."
Stags center Mark Young has
benifited
noticeably
from
Barakat's off the court coaching,
as he's always had the imposing
physical qualifications. His recent
play has indicated a change in his
game, and his outlook: 24 points,
12 rebounds vs. Hofstra, 16 points,
9 rebounds vs. South Carolina, 22
points, 7 rebounds vs. Ruland and
lona, and 26 points, 11 rebounds
vs. St. Francis.

"I feel good", the likeable junior
said, and "I'm much more
relaxed." Young's improved play
has been an improtant factor in
the teams surge.
But what Barakat sees as the
pivotal factor in the turnabout is
the acceptance of role by each
player for the good of the team.
"We're an experienced team and
we've finally begun to realize that
each man has a job to do if we
expect to win. Each part of a
machine must be functioning
properly if it's going to work."
Barakat's philosophy was never
more evident than in last Friday
night's victory over St. Francis.
Barakat saw the key to that game
as Steve Balkun,who scored only
four points, not Joey DeSantis
with 29 nor Mark Young with his
26. It was Balkun's defense on
Terrier forward Gerard Trapp that
allowed the Stags to get back in
the game after trailing in the first
half, mainly on the hot shooting
of Trapp, who finished the half

with 17 points. He was blanked in
the second half by Balkun.
"We need Steve primarily on
the boards and on D", Barakat
said. But you never know, some
nights we might need him to take
his shot. That's the beauty of this
team, we have roles, but they're
flexible, not rigidly defined."
The new Stags reached the
height of their game in a 123-103
rout of then nationally ranked
Holy Cross, temporarily silencing
those who never believed that
they could play with a legitimate
Division I powerhouse.
"That was a great win for
Fairfield, a great win for me as a
coach because it came against a
nationally ranked team", Barakat
said. "But the most important part
of that game was that we didn't
even have enough time to enjoy it
because we had the tough one
with lona the next night to
prepare for." So we had a meeting
and we talked. We decided it was
time to look at ourselves again, to

By Tim Buckley
The Fairfield University basketball
teams' express kept on rolling over the
week-end, and into this week, as the
Stags won three games in four days,
two of them coming on the road.
Boston University became the
sixteenth victim of the Stag quintet, as
Fairfield posted a 89-83 win over the
Terriors last Monday night.
In the two other games of the week,
Fairfield toppled St. Francis 96-87, to
extend their home win streak to 25,
while on Sundav they bested New
Hampshire, 90-55.
Boston U. promised to be a tough
foe for the travel weary Stags, and they
were, never giving up in the contest.
Fairf iedl got out to a quick lead of ten
points, built it to 13 with 3:50 to go in
the first half, but Boston U. came
back with 12 unanswered points. Mark
Young's tip in at the first half buzzer
gave the visitors a 52-49 advantage at
intermission.
Joe DeSantis had 17 of his game
high 28 points in that first half, and it
was his shooting and passing which
helped Fairfield keep the lead the rest
of the game after trailing 4-2. Kim
Fisher continued to play super ball,
tallying 21 points, including some very
clutch foul shots in a row, and 24 of
his last 25 from the charity stripe.
Mark Young, who was named ECAC
Player-of-the-Week Monday, added 16
points for Fairfield.
The Stags have now won four of
their six road games this year, the last
three in a row.
New Hampshire found out the hard
way on Sunday that you can't run
against the Stags for a whole game and
get away with it, as they dropped a 9055 decision to Fairfield after tying the
game at halftime at 35. Fairfield led by
thirteen before lapsing into halftime.
But
in
the
second
twenty
minutes they exploded with a
balanced scoring attack, and held the
Wildcats to just 20 points. Flip
Williams led the Stag scorers with
nineteen points, followed by DeSantis
with 17 and Fisher with 16. Williams
also collected 10 rebounds against the
staggering Wildcats.
St. Francis of Brooklyn was Fairfield's last opponent at home, and
despite their fine 11-4 record, they
couldn't overcome the play of Fred
Barakat's Stags.
Fairfield fell behind in the first half
by twelve points, but fought their way
back to a six point deficit at halftime,
51-45. Gerald Trapp tallied 17 points in
the first half for St. Francis, and it was
all he was to have that niaht, as Steve
Cont. on p. 11

